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MEETING MINUTES   

ENMWUA Regular Board Meeting  
DATE: Thursday, November 16, 2017, 1:00 PM  

LOCATION: North Annex 
700 Main St 
Clovis, NM  
 

1. Call to order  1 

The meeting was called to order by Chair Lansford @ 1:03 PM 2 

2. Roll Call  3 

Roll was called. The following ENMWUA Board Members were in attendance: 4 

Member Bryant, Member Clayton, Chair Lansford, Member Thornton,  Member Lucero, 5 
Member Shafer 6 

3. Approval of Agenda  7 

A motion to approve the agenda was made; 8 

Result: Approved by Roll Call Vote (Unanimous) 

Motion: Member Shafer 

Second: Member Clayton 

Ayes: 
Chair Lansford, Member Thornton, Member Lucero, Member Shafer, 
Member Clayton, Member Bryant 

 9 

4. Public Input 10 

None 11 

5. New Business Items 12 

A.  ENMWUA Items for Consideration / Action 13 

a. Request for approval of compensation change to Interim Executive Director 14 

– Chapman 15 

Ms. Chapman proposes that she assume position of Interim Executive Director and when the 16 

Executive Director is chosen she would return to her position as Office Manager.  Member 17 
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Clayton presents a motion that Maggie Chapman be hired as the Interim Executive Director at 18 

an annual rate based on $75 ,000 per year for as long as she continues to serve as Interim 19 

Executive Director, along with mileage and per diem at the State rate for out of town travel.  20 

Chair Lansford asks if there is any discussion – none.  Roll is called and by unanimous vote the 21 

motion carries: 22 

Result: Approved by Roll Call Vote (Unanimous) 

Motion: 

Second: 

Member Clayton 

Member Bryant 

Ayes: 
Chair Lansford, Member Thornton, Member Lucero, Member Shafer, 
Member Clayton, Member Bryant 

 23 

b. Request for approval of Amendment 18 to CH2M’s Contract 24 

Mrs. Christofferson tells the members that the Amendment review the Cannon AFB 25 

environmental survey of the land North/South direction of the Cannon AFB towards Portales. 26 

They negotiate, go on these types of surveys – several interviews are required on and off base, 27 

they review assessment around environmental issues and easement issues. Ms. Chapman 28 

states when Mr. Rebman was at the meeting, he mentioned that the ENMWUA would have to 29 

have the environmental baseline survey done.  Chair Lansford clarifies that this was not an 30 

anticipated scope of work until recently when these particular easements were on the docket. 31 

Mrs. Christofferson and Ms. Chapman both confirm that.  Member Bryant makes a motion to 32 

approve the amendment, seconded by Member Shafer. 33 

Chair Lansford also states that the fiscal impact on this is $74,000 for this environmental 34 

assessment.   Mrs. Christofferson explains that this is a week long survey – they have to do 35 

several interviews, draft and final report, and coordination with Cannon AFB.  Chair Lansford 36 

mentioned that it seems like a lot of money for a week’s worth of work. Mrs. Christofferson 37 

mentioned its more than a week’s worth of work, it includes all of the reporting that goes with 38 

this. Mr. Rebman with Cannon AFB estimated it would be around $50,000 but the amount is 39 

higher because there is an additional parcel that we are unsure if the Base owns or not.  The 40 

contract is set up as time of materials so that if the entire amount is not used, it will be credited 41 

back to the budget. If all of the properties do not need to be surveyed, we won’t do it; but the 42 

Base has required these assessments, it is mentioned that this is an effort to get the work done.  43 

Chair Lansford asks if there is any further discussion.  Member Thornton asked how large the 44 

area is.   Mrs. Christofferson responded that it extends from Highway 60-84 south, to 3 to 4 45 

miles south, where the Base property ends, includes parcels on the West side of the Base and 46 

some on the East side.  Member Bryant asks if there is another option and Chair Lansford 47 

replies that he does not know if there is another option, the military has called for this 48 
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assessment and it is a requirement in order to get an easement.  Call for further questions, 49 

there are none and Chair Lansford calls for the roll call. The motion carries by unanimous 50 

approval. 51 

Result: Approved by Roll Call Vote (Unanimous) 

Motion: Member Bryant 

Second: Member Shafer 

Ayes: 
Chair Lansford, Member Thornton, Member Lucero, Member Shafer, 
Member Clayton, Member Bryant 

 52 

c. Request for approval of Sole Source Renewal for CH2M HILL for Calendar 53 

Year 2018-Chapman 54 

Ms. Chapman opens that this is not necessarily an approval because this is what was in the 55 

Boards packets.  In 2012 the Board approved granting sole source to CH2M and right now we 56 

are on year 5 and at the time granted, 10 years, so 5 more years of this work will continue on.   57 

New Board in July.  Chair Lansford recalls that the Board decided with three new Board 58 

members coming on and they should be renewing the contract on an annual basis, so it was 59 

decided to move to a different time cycle and voting will now be in January.  Any questions 60 

about the approval to continue the contract.   61 

Member Clayton asks if this is something that can be voted on at this time.  Mr. Howalt’s name 62 

is still on it, or should it be Interim Executive Director, Ms. Chapman.  Ms. Chapman will update. 63 

Member Clayton states she appreciates what has been done, but she wants to clarify what 64 

work is being described as being done in the 10 years following 2012.  Mrs. Christofferson 65 

states that her understanding is that this makes sense because this is such a long project and to 66 

have the same engineer continue because of the history of the project.  Currently under 67 

contract, CH2M has design for FW2 (Cannon to Clovis), FW3 (Cannon to Portales), FW1 (WTP to 68 

Cannon up to 60% level, easement work, various presentations, Intake and construction 69 

services, construction services for pipelines, miscellaneous tasks, and anything needed by 70 

ENMWUA.     71 

Member Clayton states that it looks like there is 5 years remaining on the contract and is that 72 

attributed to design work.  Mrs. Christofferson states that the majority will be on construction 73 

on the FW2 segment. This would include submittal reviews and working with the contractor to 74 

make sure they are following the design.  If there are funds and a need to do additional design 75 

work then that is something that CH2M can help with or if there is a need elsewhere based on 76 

what makes sense for the Project.  Member Clayton asked if there is enough money for 77 
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construction of FW2.  Mrs. Christofferson and Ms. Chapman will be meeting to discuss funding 78 

constraints to see what the obstacles are and see how move forward into construction.   79 

Member Thornton asks if the services being provided now contingent on having this sole source 80 

agreement in place.  Mrs. Christofferson mentioned that CH2M does need to have a contract in 81 

place to be able to do work.  CH2M is available to help with whatever the Board needs.  82 

Contract is the mechanism to be able to do work.  Member Thornton asks is sole source 83 

$200,000 is what is paid just to have the sole source agreement.  Mrs. Christofferson stated it is 84 

not.  Right now, CH2M has five task orders.  Task Order 1 is for the Intake, Task Order 2 is for 85 

design, Task Order 3 is for easements, and Task Order 4 is to assist with various tasks including 86 

Water Trust Board and US Bureau of Reclamation. Ms. Chapman explains that the $200,000 is 87 

basically what is budgeted for yearly, not only for the sole source contract.  ENMWUA can 88 

expand or reduce the task order depending on progress and planning and what the needs are.  89 

It is a budget mechanism.  The contract is Time and Materials and as needed.  Sole source 90 

allows for continuation and avoidance of having to go to RFP.  Designation by procurement 91 

officer that it is not cost effective to go out and get a new engineer.  Within the scope of work, 92 

restricts that the ENMWUA use this firm, but for engineering needs outside scope can be a 93 

different firm.  Environmental survey was an additional task order, not an authorized activity, 94 

and now by task order will be put into the contract.  Could go do competitive bids for this 95 

service.   96 

Chair Lansford states that we have a motion and a second to renew the Sole Source Contract 97 

for Engineering Contract with CH2M HILL for fiscal year 2018.  By a vote of five in favor and one 98 

opposed, the motion carries 99 

Result: Approved by Roll Call Vote (5-1) 

Motion: Member Lucero 

Second: Member Shafer 

Ayes: 
Chair Lansford, Member Lucero, Member Shafer, Member Clayton, Member 
Bryant 

Noes Member Thornton 

 100 

d. Request for approval of contract for Capital Consultants for Calendar Year 101 

2018 – Chapman 102 

Ms. Chapman states this is for Mr. Ryan - federal support for the project over the last 9 years, 103 

and goes over the history and success of this contract.  Proposed contract term is January 1 to 104 

December 31, 2018.  Contract terms and conditions will remain the same.  Chair Lansford asks if 105 
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there were any questions, none.  Chair Lansford states that a motion is made to approve the 106 

contract.  By unanimous vote the motion carries.  107 

Result: Approved by Roll Call Vote (Unanimous) 

Motion: Member Clayton 

Second: Member Bryant 

Ayes: 
Chair Lansford, Member Thornton, Member Lucero, Member Shafer, 
Member Clayton, Member Bryant 

 108 

e. Request for approval of contract for Thompson Consulting for Calendar 109 

Year 2018 – Chapman 110 

Ms. Chapman states this is for Mr. Thompson for state support for the project and goes over 111 

the history and success of this contract and the costs. Proposed contract term is January 1 to 112 

December 31, 2018.  Contract terms and conditions will remain the same.  Chair Lansford asks if 113 

there were any questions, none. Chair Lansford states that a motion is made to approve the 114 

contract.  By unanimous vote the motion carries. 115 

Result: Approved by Roll Call Vote (Unanimous) 

Motion: Member Bryant 

Second: Member Clayton 

Ayes: 
Chair Lansford, Member Thornton, Member Lucero, Member Shafer, 
Member Clayton, Member Bryant 

 116 

f.  Request for approval of contract for Hinkle + Landers for Calendar Year 117 

2018 – Chapman 118 

Chair Lansford notices that these are listed for the fiscal year and should be calendar year – so 119 

all of these measures are being voted for the calendar year.  Ms. Chapman agrees.  120 

Ms. Chapman states this is for accounting services provided by Hinkle +Landers.  Member 121 

Clayton asks if we are satisfied with their services received and Ms. Chapman says that they 122 

have been helpful.  Mr. Thornton asks if they are a local organization and Ms. Chapman says 123 

they are from Albuquerque. Chair Lansford says they took over from the Clovis accounting 124 

when the Bureau of Reclamation request that we have an Executive Director and separate 125 

accounting firm. Mr Bryant says they do a good job. Ms. Chapman mentioned they handle all 126 

financial, payroll and tax work is done.  Member Shafer makes a motion to approve, Member 127 

Clayton seconds.  By unanimous vote the motion is approved.  128 
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Result: Approved by Roll Call Vote (Unanimous) 

Motion: Member Shafer 

Second: Member Clayton 

Ayes: 
Chair Lansford, Member Thornton, Member Lucero, Member Shafer, 
Member Clayton, Member Bryant 

 129 

g. Request for approval of contract for Attorney with David Richards for 130 

Calendar Year 2018 – Chapman 131 

Ms. Chapman reviews the history and costs of the legal services that Mr. Richards has 132 

performed for the project.  Mr. Richards is asking for an hourly rate increase from $175 to $185.  133 

He has not had an increase in his hourly rate in the last 3 years, but asks for one this time.  Chair 134 

Lansford asks if there are any questions, none.  Member Bryant calls the motion and Member 135 

Clayton seconds. By unanimous vote the motion is approved 136 

Result: Approved by Roll Call Vote (Unanimous) 

Motion: Member Bryant 

Second: Member Clayton 

Ayes: 
Chair Lansford, Member Thornton, Member Lucero, Member Shafer, 
Member Clayton, Member Bryant 

 137 

h. Request for approval of Independent Contractor Agreement with Rex Stall 138 

for Calendary Year 2018 – Chapman 139 

Ms. Chapman reviews the history and costs of the maintenance services provided by Rex Stall 140 

at the Intake Facility. Member Thornton confused regarding 17.5k, because the budget is 30k 141 

with maintenance materials included.  Ms. Chapman mentioned that she has not seen him 142 

invoice for materials, but if he did, the 30k is what would cover that cost.  Member Thornton 143 

mentioned that those should be separated out as two separate items.  One for hourly and one 144 

for if there are materials for reimbursement.  Member Thornton is concerned that if materials 145 

are buried in the Contract hourly, its hard to watch this cost.  Ms. Chapman mentioned that he 146 

typically works 32 hours per month, but this could change but this is typical.  Mrs. 147 

Christofferson suggested revising the invoice to have the hourly rate and then any materials be 148 

invoices on a separate line item instead of rolled into the hourly rate like it is now.  Ms. 149 

Chapman points out Section 4 of the contract covers his lawn mower and gas, but will come to 150 

the Board for other materials.   Member Thornton suggests that the materials portion be 151 

separated out for the contract for next year.  Member Bryant makes the motion and Member 152 

Lucero seconds.  The roll is called and by unanimous vote the motion is approved.  153 
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Result: Approved by Roll Call Vote (Unanimous) 

Motion: Member Bryant 

Second: Member Lucero 

Ayes: 
Chair Lansford, Member Thornton, Member Lucero, Member Shafer, 
Member Clayton, Member Bryant 

 154 

i. Request for Approval of contract for RBC Capital Markets for Calendar Year 155 

2018 – Chapman 156 

Ms. Chapman goes over the history and costs of the financial advisors that the contract covers.   157 

Have a contract for 2 years and ENMWUA is billed on time of materials basis.  RBC is budgeted 158 

for 60k.  Chair Lansford mentioned they provide financial advice, issue bonds, analyze finance 159 

alternatives, etc.  Member Clayton makes the motion and Member Bryant seconds.  The roll is 160 

called and by unanimous vote the motion is approved 161 

Result: Approved by Roll Call Vote (Unanimous) 

Motion: Member Clayton 

Second: Member Bryant 

Ayes: 
Chair Lansford, Member Thornton, Member Lucero, Member Shafer, 
Member Clayton, Member Bryant 

 162 

6. Unfinished Business 163 

None 164 

7. Reports from Board Members and Staff  165 

A. State Activities-Thompson 166 

Mr. Thompson, exclusively focused on the NM Water Trust Board decision on waiver 167 

denial.  When the New Mexico Finance Authority met in Portales, the State Engineer was 168 

testifying and Marquitta from New Mexico Finance Authority was also there.  What they 169 

were trying to do was provide an avenue to discuss the situation. The State Engineer 170 

expressed his disagreement with the decision and went on to support the importance of the 171 

project to the region, he did a very good job of talking to the committee – there is a lot of 172 

support for the project from the committee.  Marquitta talked about a sanitation district 173 

JPA project.  The vice chairman of the committee Senator Candelaria mentioned that he 174 

was hopeful there was a process to figure this out.  This was one of the last things he 175 
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wanted to do was to find out what the process was for reconsidering the waiver.  It was 176 

determined that we are still within the timeframe to get the request for reconsideration, 177 

which Ms. Chapman has submitted. We have a pending reconsideration before the Water 178 

Trust Board. They sent materials yesterday about the process, but we still have some 179 

challenges ahead.  Originally, not all of the Martinez cabinet sided with the State Engineer 180 

and the Chair. It’s almost a policy question. Years ago, when Mr. Thompson started working 181 

on the project he was told repeatedly by the State we should not rely on a JPA, if we are 182 

going to be serious about the money we need to do something more formal with more 183 

force; so the ENMWUA was created. Then we were hearing the same thing from the Federal 184 

Government, so we did that. The question that the State Engineer wants to know is that 185 

really interpreting the power of the Water Authority, is that something that should be 186 

decided by the staff at the NM Finance Authority, should they come up with their own 187 

interpretation of the statute. That is a conversation that is happening right now.  The 188 

challenge to us is how do we want to participate in this, Mr. Thompson is confident that we 189 

are well equipped to make our case about the reconsideration of the waiver denial – there 190 

are larger issues of outstanding loans. Mr. Thompson talked briefly with Mr. Richards on 191 

this and feels there is a possibility of legal action.  For now there is a timeline, a few years 192 

ago when reformed Water Trust Board process, didn’t want legislature to be rubber stamp 193 

for NM Finance Authorities recommendations.  They want list earlier, by December 1st at 194 

the NM Finance Authority oversight meeting.  Something needed in the next two weeks 195 

from the Board is what direction they want to take regarding the policy questions – we have 196 

made the case for the waiver and that is what we are supposed to do, but need to decide 197 

and need direction so intentions are what the Board wants.   198 

       Chair Lansford said he appreciates the hard work Mr. Thompson has done and he got an 199 

email about the reconsideration of the waiver that was denied that he forwarded to Mr. 200 

Richards.  The waiver was requested to waive the spend down requirements so we can 201 

accumulate enough money to achieve economies of scale in order to construct a larger 202 

segment of the pipeline project.  What Chair Lansford understood as a result of the denial 203 

was the objectors were wanting more financial assurance from the individual communities 204 

as opposed to from the Authority itself, who gets resolutions from the member 205 

communities themselves, committing to the dollar requirements necessary to meet those 206 

loans and grant obligations.  If we are asking for reconsideration, we are simply asking for 207 

reconsideration on the waiver once again. He asks Mr. Thompson what his 208 

recommendations are on the appeal for the Board’s actions in the next few weeks, 209 

administratively or testimonial to get before the decision makers to have this reconsidered.  210 

Mr. Thompson said his recommendation, because Mr. Howalt was so involved, would be to 211 

have access to him (visit to Santa Fe with Ms. Chapman and Mr. Howalt) so they can go 212 

through these issues, correspondence and other issues that are being disputed.  There is 213 

not a scheduled meeting between now and December 1st, but there will probably be one for 214 
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our motion.  Feels we are pointed in the right direction for now, but interesting how 215 

confusing it has gotten.  We are trying to focus on the spend down, but the Water Trust 216 

Board is also considering why we don’t have the other two loans signed.     217 

Chair Lansford asks Mr. Richards about the resolution issue.  Mr. Richards feels there is 218 

confusion or something else conflicting the Finance Authority in their evaluation/review.  219 

Mr. Richards has had telephone conferences to explain the circumstance, but not successful 220 

with the administration. Asked for telephone conference with the director of the Finance 221 

Authority, but that was denied.  We really need that input to deal with head of Finance 222 

Authority instead of the staff who have already made up their mind.  Member communities 223 

need to pass ordinances to make their contributions.  Finance Authority wants to treat the 224 

ENMWUA as a JPA.  Need to work towards resolving the contract issues, waiver issue is 225 

immediate, but both pressing cause loans need to get funded so available in the Spring.     226 

Chair Lansford says that Ms. Chapman states we have received correspondence from the 227 

NM Finance Authority wanting us to go back to each member entity and get signatures 228 

committing to these financial obligations. What we have done, in the past is the Utility 229 

Authority has gone to the members and gotten commitments and resolutions obligating 230 

themselves to this subdivision of the State. And now as a single entity, we negotiate and 231 

request money and make proposals and so forth. They are treating us as a JPA rather than a 232 

political subdivision within the State.  We have already done the resolutions and obligated 233 

ourselves to pay back these loans. It seems like a unreasonable requirement to have to go 234 

and do this all over again. This is redundant of what we have already done.  235 

Mr. Richards clarifies that the two loan documents do not require the individual 236 

communities to obligate themselves to the terms of the agreement, but on behalf of the 237 

members.  Mr. Richards does not know if the end result is all that different, but it’s the idea 238 

that the Finance Authority is asking each member (beneficiary) to sign each grant loan 239 

agreement and this seems contrary to the original proposal when ENMWUA was formed. If 240 

we could justify our position that would help but the issue is the legal staff has changed so 241 

there is a lack of continuity at the Finance Authority. 242 

Chair Lansford asks how long do we have to get the signatures the Finance Authority is 243 

asking for.  Mr. Richards mentioned they propose a schedule for closing and Ms. Chapman 244 

mentioned that date is November 22nd.  Has to be posted without questions for 30 days.  245 

Scheduled can be revised.  Chair Lansford mentioned that that is only 6 days from now.  Ms. 246 

Chapman explains that we need direction on if we are going to do this process in the future.  247 

Resolution was sent to the NM Finance Authority.   248 

Chair Lansford asks Mr. Richards if it will require council or commission actions from 249 

member jurisdictions to sign these, understand that it requires Leeann Melancolon 250 

signature.  Mr. Richard stated each community is going to need to take action.  Chair 251 
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Lansford asked what it would take to extend the process from the 22nd of November to the 252 

22nd of January.  Mr. Richards says the schedule can be worked.  Chair Lansford asks if that 253 

can be done without losing the loans? Ms. Chapman mentioned yes, that the ENMWUA will 254 

not lose the loans.  Ms. Chapman will be following up with them and will let her know it 255 

have to go before each member communities Board.  256 

Chair Lansford mentioned back to the waiver and recommendations on how to advance the 257 

appeal process, are we at risk of putting ourselves in adverse relationship with the board 258 

members where they would approve the waiver but no future funding.  259 

Mr. Thompson says the size of this project is considerable and he feels that it is worth 260 

fighting for, but he sees that there could be a downside that comes along with resistance.    261 

Chair Lansford says that he received an email from Mr. Otero who wants to do a phone 262 

conversation as to how to proceed with reconsideration. Who should participate in that 263 

phone conference?  Mr. Thompson stated, Mr. Richards, Chair Lansford, Mr. Howalt, and 264 

Ms. Chapman.  Mentioned the crux the email was whether the Authority needs documents 265 

or information from the Finance Authority in order to make our presentation for the 266 

reconsideration on the waiver.   Chair Lansford mentioned we should let Mr. Richards speak 267 

on behalf of the entire Board to see how to advance the reconsideration of the waiver. 268 

Chair Lansford mentioned it’s the ENMWUA that is in agreement, in contract form, with the 269 

NM Finance Authority it’s not our individual communities. The resolutions that we passed 270 

are with the individual communities, for example Portales. In the past the Water Utility 271 

Authority went to the individual communities and now they want the Finance Authority to 272 

go to the communities its redundancy.  Mr. Thompson says it’s not good policy.  There are 273 

reasons why the policy is made so it can go forward so people can plan and communities 274 

can plan, it’s incredibly disruptive and a complete lack of respect for the legislative process 275 

and the power of legislation.  We have seen the NM Finance Authority staff do things that 276 

are extremely capricious. What is the benefit of doing that.  Legislature is saying we have to 277 

evaluate the projects based on the merits of the projects using all those different factors 278 

and give us a score and decide if we fund it. They are overreaching what their responsibilies 279 

are.  280 

Chair Lansford – we will anticipate a positive conversation between Mr. Richards and Mr. 281 

Otero and hope a subsequent phone call will get us back to consideration on the merits of 282 

the consideration and not some financial obligations of some loans that may be some 283 

issues. Any other thoughts?  Mr. Thompson, we appreciate you up there fighting for us and 284 

you maybe the best in the State to do that for us.”  285 
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B. Report from the Chair – Lansford 286 

Chair Lansford states he talked to Mr. Ryan on his advice on making another trip to 287 

Washington before the end of the year to foster the relationships and improve 288 

communication with the Bureau of Reclamation and the Utility Authority and to stay on 289 

task. His suggestion was the week of December 11th, to go Sunday through Wednesday, 290 

Monday through Thursday, or Tuesday through Friday. Chair Lansford recommends that he 291 

and Mr. Ryan go and possibly one other person from the Utility Authority.  Member Clayton 292 

mentioned she would be willing to go.  We budget 3 or 4 people to go on these DC trips. Mr. 293 

Lansford’s preference is to go on a Tues and come back on Friday. Ms. Chapman suggests 294 

December 12th to December 15th, where meetings could be scheduled on Wednesday and 295 

Thursday. The logistics would be made over the next few weeks. Challenge Mr. Ryan to do a 296 

two night instead of three nights.   297 

C. Report from the Interim Executive Director – Chapman 298 

Ms. Chapman reports working on audit, with CH2M on timeline to prep while waiting, going 299 

to ABQ next month for meeting.  Working with Portales on member contributions and 300 

talking with Sammy, city Manager, they have questions regarding our Finance Plan and 301 

better breakdown of our invoice.  Have not received their contributions for 2018.   302 

D. Financial Activities/Report – Chapman  303 

Ms. Chapman, will send invoice itemized list tomorrow morning in terms of what everyone 304 

has been doing. Expenditures are $46,000 and bank balance is $5.37 million right now.  305 

8. Executive Session 306 

Mr. Richards, in addition to limited personnel matters, would like motion to include 307 

threatening litigation subparagraph H8 and H2.  Member Clayton made a motion to move 308 

into Executive Session for litigation discussion and personnel matters. Second by Member 309 

Bryant made to go into Executive Session for said items.  Motion carried unanimously.    310 

Result: Approved by Roll Call Vote (Unanimous) 

Motion: Member Clayton 

Second: Member Bryant 

Ayes: 
Chair Lansford, Member Thornton, Member Lucero, Member Shafer, 
Member Clayton, Member Bryant 

 311 

Motion to come out of Executive Session and to indicate the only thing discussed was pending 312 

litigation and personnel matters.  Ms. Chapman calls roll – Motion carried unanimously. 313 

 314 
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